[Methods for handling incomplete data in health research: a critical look].
To illustrate methods for handling incomplete data in health research. Two strategies for handling missing data are presented: complete-case analysis and imputations. The imputations used were mean imputations, regression imputations, and multiple imputations. These strategies are illustrated in the context of logistic regression through an example using data from the "Second Cuban national survey on risk factors and non communicable disease", carried out in 2001. The results obtained via mean and regression imputation were similar. The odds ratios were overestimated by 10%. The results of complete-case analysis showed the greatest difference from the reference odds ratios, with a variation of between 2 and 65%. The three methods distorted the relationship between age and hypertension. Multiple imputations produced estimates closest to those of the reference estimates with a variation of less than 16%. This was the only procedure preserving the relationship between age and hypertension. Selecting methods for handling missing data is difficult, since the same procedure can give precise estimations in certain circumstances and not in others. Complete-case analysis should be used with caution due to the substantial loss of information it produces. Mean and regression imputations produce unreliable estimates under missing at random (MAR) mechanisms.